In a fifteen-week semester university course 
Extending the Expectations:
The Multiliteracies Approach
In order to directly engage students' critical and analytical perspectives for translating their analysis papers into a visual representation, I provide a structure that uses the multiliteracy pedagogical approach (Cope and Kalantzis 30). Gritlin and Mitchell discuss how visual images are associated with social and cultural knowledge, and I argue that the multiliteracy approach shares a similar basis. The multiliteracy pedagogy's premise is that "human knowledge is embedded in social, cultural and material contexts" (Cope and Kalantzis 30). Moreover, Cope and Kalantzis assert that "human knowledge is initially developed as part and parcel of collaborative interactions with others of diverse skills, backgrounds and perspectives joined together in a particular epistemic community" (30).
They distill their approach into four factors that constitute this pedagogy: Overt Instruction; Situated Practice; Critical
Framing; and Transformed Practice. For this discussion, I
Language Arts Journal of Michigan collapse the four parts of the multiliteracies approach into a two-step procedure. This is not an attempt to reframe this substantive and complex theory, but to offer a simplistic model for this discussion. The wealth of instruction from the multiliteracies approach should be reviewed and appreciated in its entirety.
Step show is based on the United Nations concept where a space station named "Babylon 5" is run by an Earth Alliance government and houses ambassadors from four alien races. The station primarily functions as a place for business and activities while its location in a distant galaxy serves as a base from which interstellar conflicts can be resolved. Class discussions focus on how social, political, and economic concerns are depicted in this futuristic portrayal, and whether human interactions remain the same or are different. We also examine the technological apparatus shown on Babylon 5, to ascertain its usefulness, practicality, and evolution. Step Two: Critical Framing and
Transformed Practice
Once the students understand how to critique individual aspects ofthe future, they write an analysis paper that offers them the opportunity to pursue a topic of interest or respond references. This process can help students understand that there are distinct differences between the definitions and interpretations of the definitions of "science fiction" and "fantasy." This step also helps students understand how textual references support one or the other definition-a process I extend to their analysis paper assignment. While I ask students to constructively critique their social and cultural knowledge for future assignments, I do not force them to commit to those perspectives and beliefs.
After the critical framing is shaped, the studcnts write their analysis paper. The final step in the multiliteracies approach, the transformed practice step, is a dcmonstration of lessons learned. In this instance, I use transformed practice as a means to help students develop a process to shape-or reshape-their critically framed assumptions through application. In this step, students would now take the analysis paper (text) and reshape it as a visual argument (visual). In much the same way that connections are made between the visual Storyboards also combine dialog cards or action notes to achieve a balance with the images. The storyboard form that I use is strategically similar to Windows® Movie Maker, as it allows the students to simply transfer their storyboard design into the computer program. Figure I displays sample storyboard and instructions.
As we work on the storyboard, I encourage students to think about the complexity of messages and how the visual image subtly transmits social and cultural norms. I also remind students that an individual's understanding of an image is shaped by social and cultural norms. 
Storyboarding:
A storyboard is a series of individual pictures, which, once combined into a structured organization, helps to conceptualize the final idea. Storyboards don't need to be composed entirely of images, but can combine dialog cards to achieve a balance.
1.
First, think about what you want to say.
2.
Then draw rough pictures for each frame idea, adding comments as dialog or musical background.
3. Think about the transitions you want when moving from scene to scene. 
